There are two ways to describe a state machine as an algebraic specification: a behavioral specification and a rewrite specificaon. In this study, we propose a translation system from behavioral specifations to rewrite specifications to obtain a verification system which has the strong points of verification techniques for both specifications. Since our translation system is complete with respect to invariant properties, it helps us to obtain a counter-example for an invariant property through automatc exhaustive searching for a rewrite specification.
Introduction
There are many kinds of formal specification languages to support formal methods. Algebraic specification languages, e.g. OBJ3, CafeOBJ, Maude, are formal specification languages whose specifications denote algebras. Unlike specification languages based on first-order predicate logic, for example, Z notation, algebraic specification languages have been developed with initial algebras as a mathematical theory of abstract data types together with term rewriting as a computational theory of abstract data types. In this paper we focus on two kinds of algebraic specifications: behavioral specifications and rewrite specifications.
A behavioral specification specifies behaviors of a system, and it denotes a set of all algebras satisfying the described behavior, that is, it specifies all implementations satisfying the behavior. A rewrite specification specifies local concurrent transitions of a system, and it denotes the term algebra (or an initial algebra) with the rewrite relation, that is, it specifies essentially just one implementation. Roughly speaking, we can specify a system in a higher abstract level by a behavioral specification than a rewrite specification. When we verify a property for a behavioral specification, all its implementations are guaranteed to satisfy the property. A fully-automatic verification system, for example, the search command and a model checker, can be applied to rewrite specifications and cannot be applied to behavioral specifications directly. It gives us a way not only to prove a property but also to disprove it with a counter-example.
For example, we describe a semaphore system in this paper.
In a behavioral specification the set of processes can be an abstract set, and any kind of processes sets can be a model of the specification. On the other hand, to describe a rewrite specification, we need to decide a concrete set of processes.
In addition we need to restrict the number of processes to finite to apply a fully-automatic verification system.
We propose (1) and (2). For that case, the specification denotes the empty set, and we call the specification inconsistent. We assume that an input specification is not inconsistent in this paper. eq rm(P,P')= if P==P' then nil else P' fi. eq rm(P,P' Ps)= if P==P' then rm(P,Ps) else P' rm(P,Ps)fi. eq ln(nil)=0. eq ln(P)=1. eq ln(P Ps)=1+ln(Ps). } PSET specifies process sets with operation symbols rm which removes an element from a set and ln which returns the cardinality of a set. A set of processes P, Q and R is represented by the sequence P Q R. A state property for the new OTS/CafeOBJ specification SEMAPHORE is written as P=ln(using(S))<2, which means that the number of the processes using the shared source is less than 2. The translated property is P'= l n(Zu)<2.
We can apply the Maude search command as follows:
search in SEMAPHORE init=>*(using:Zu)(semaphore:Zs) such that not(ln(Zu)<2).
Then, no solution is returned. The following is the case that the initial Semaphore value is 2: search in SEMAPHORE (using:nil)(semaphore:2)=>* (using:Zu)(semaphore:Zs)such that not(ln(Zu)<2).
Maude returns three solutions. One of them is Solution 2(state 4) Zu-->p(0)p(1) Zs-->0 which means P' is not invariant. The show path command returns the path of the counter-example, like down_p_0 down_p_1.
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